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Buying Commodities Questions

Why Commodities?
- Diversification
- Inflation Protection
- Event Risk Insurance
- Positive Risk Premium

What?
- Index or Active
- Benchmark (DJ-UBS, GSCI, RICI)
- Collateral (Cash, Credit, TIPs)

How?
- Swaps
- Futures
- Exchange Traded Fund
- Equities
- Physical

Who?
- Fiduciary (Fund, Pension)
- Investment Bank
- Hedge Fund
- In House

Increasingly investors spending more time on how to gain exposure to the asset class.
Why Invest In Commodities?

A positive return over time
- Similar return and risk profile to equities
- A positive forward-looking risk premium

Portfolio diversification
- Low correlations with other asset classes

Portfolio protection
- Hedge against rising inflation
- Hedge against event risk

Liquid and transparent
- More transparent & liquid than “traditional” alternative investments
- No leverage required to gain benefits

Cumulative Returns

Source: World Equities is the MSCI World Equity Index, SAP500 is the S&P 500 Index, Bonds is the Barclays 10 Year US Government Index, Cash is the Bloomberg 3 Month Treasury and Commodities is the Standard and Poor's GSCI Total Return Index
Risk Return Profile Since 1970

- Commodities historical returns outperform liabilities
- Commodities risk adjusted returns are on par with those of equities
- Commodities historical volatility is higher than equities

Asset Class Risk and Return

Return By Source Since 1970

- Definitions:
  - Spot Return: Price appreciation
  - Collateral Return: Short-term cash rates
  - Roll Return: Cost to maintain exposure, it can be positive or negative
- Roll yield is highly correlated with economic cycle
- Low correlation between all three sources of return

Source: Standard and Poor’s GSCI Total Return Index, Excess Return Index and Spot Return Index.
Adding Commodities to a Strategic Asset Allocation

Commodities though volatile can actually reduce overall portfolio risk
Commodities can add returns while reducing risk

Source: World Equities is the MSCI World Equity Index. Bonds is the Barclays 10 Year US Government Index. Cash is the Bloomberg 3 Month Treasury. Property is the FTSE EPRA NAREIT Property Index and Commodities is the Standard and Poor’s GSCI Total Return Index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Class</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodities</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commodity Correlation

Commodities have a low correlation with other asset classes
Commodities offer diversification

Source: World Equities is the MSCI World Equity Index, 10Yr Treasury is the Barclays 10 Year US Government Index, US Bond Aggregate is the Barclays US Aggregate Index from 1976, Cash is the Bloomberg 3 Month Treasury, Property is the FTSE EPRA NAREIT from 1990, Hedge Funds is the HFRI Fund Weighted Composite from 1990 and Commodities is the Standard and Poor’s GSCI Total Return Index.
Commodities and Inflation Regimes

Asset Class Returns
January, 1990 to March, 2013

![Graph showing asset class returns]

- Commodities outperform other asset classes during high inflationary periods

Source: World Equities is the MSCI World Equity Index, US Equities is S&P500, 10Yr Treasury is the Barclays 10 Year US Government Index, Cash is the Bloomberg 3 Month Treasury and Commodities is the Standard and Poor's GSCI Total Return Index.

Inflation and Risk Perception

- An academic study on risk perception of lava flows and active volcanoes:

  "Public and perhaps official understanding of specific lava flow hazards from renewed volcanism ... are proportional to the time lapsed since the most recent eruption."


- An academic study on eight centuries of debt and defaults:

  "Many observers ... have concluded that 'this time is different' and that inflation will never return. We certainly agree that there have been important advances in our understanding of central bank design and monetary policy ... but as in the case of debt default, experience suggests that quiet periods do not extend indefinitely."

  Reinhart, Carmen M. and Rogoff, Kenneth. "This Time is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly."

Commodities Themes

Urbanisation Increases Energy Demand

![Barrel of Oil per Day vs. Urbanization Graph](image: Shanghai)

Source: PIRA
Energy Demand from Increased Auto Consumption

Explosive Growth of Vehicle Sales in China / India / Brazil

Source: PIRSA. Data from Jan 2005 to Jan 2010.

Scarcity of Land will Pressure Prices

- Relative to 1970 we are using 26% more land to feed 80% more people – this downward trend is unsustainable

Supply Constraints: Structural Changes in Copper

Investing in Commodities Today

Why Commodities Now?

For

- Persistent inflation
  - Higher money supply, negative real rates
  - Future inflation expectations
  - Relative value of USD

- Emerging market demand
  - Accelerating urbanisation
  - Buying power and relative incomes increasing

- Supply bottlenecks
  - Arable land scarce
  - Yields under pressure
  - Ore degradation
  - Crude oil under-investment

Against

- Inflation is tepid
  - Non-core inflation low
  - Demand pressure low in developed markets

- Stage in economic cycle
  - Expectations stage prefers equities
  - Emerging economies hard landing

- Technological innovation
  - Game changers just around the corner
  - Shale oil, bio-fuels, ethanol
Appendix:

Other Commodity Themes

Liquidity Providers
Proportion of Overall Market

Investors represent less than 15% of the commodity market
The major presence of producers and consumers supplies the premium to investors

Source: Hermes, CFTC and Barclays Capital. Data from September 2011 to September 2011.
Compare Equity Commodities and Commodity Futures

- Oil majors behave like equities
- Oil Majors Betas:
  - Local Equity (SAP500, FTALL) Mkt = 0.72 to 0.85
  - Oil Price Future (WTI) = 0.09 to 0.19

- Why?
  1. Company capital structure (equity/debt)
  2. Company management
  3. Company hedging policy
  4. Company cost structure

- Share vs. Future
  - Commodity Equity → Expected Value
  - Commodity Future → Value Now


Inflation and Nominal Growth
Comparing G7 Recovery

- Since the GFC G7 nominal growth has been relatively strong
- The UK has outgrown most of the G7 on a nominal basis; neck-and-neck with US

- UK has had wrong kind of nominal growth
- Only Italy has worse combination

Source: Hermes Fund Managers Ltd, Thomson Reuters Datastream, based on national data.
Compare Asset Class Correlations
Global Equities Three Year Rolling (Jan-90 to Mar-13)

- Commodity Correlations with:
  - Equities recent spike otherwise low
  - Fixed interest low despite recent markets

- Equity Correlations with:
  - International equities relatively high

- Diversification now harder:
  - Commodities and fixed interest most diversifying
  - All alternative (Hedge Funds, Property and Commodities) spike with equities

Source: World Equities is the MSCI World Equity Index, 10Yr Treasury is the Barclays 10 Year Government Index, US Bond Aggregate is the Barclays US Aggregate Index from 1976, Cash is the Bloomberg 3 Month Treasury, Property is the FTSE EPRA NAREIT from 1990, Hedge Funds is the HFRI Fund Weighted Composite from 1990 and Commodities is the Standard and Poor’s USCI Total Return Index.

Appendix
Important information

This document is for Professional Investors and Qualifying Investors only. In Australia this document is directed at ‘Wholesale Clients’ only. Any investment products referred to in this document are only available to such clients. Investing with Hermes may be restricted in other countries and as such, any person who receives this document is required to make themselves aware of their respective jurisdictions and observe any restrictions.

This document does not constitute a solicitation or offer to any person to buy or sell any related securities or financial instruments, nor does it constitute an offer to purchase securities to any person in the United States or to any U.S. Person as such term is defined under the US Securities Exchange Act of 1933. It pays no regard to the investment objectives or financial needs of any recipient. No action should be taken or omitted to be taken based on this document. Tax treatment depends on personal circumstances and may change. This document is not advice on legal, taxation or investment matters so investors must rely on their own examination of such matters or seek advice. Any opinions expressed may change. The value of investments and income from them may go down as well as up, and you may not get back the original amount invested. Any investments overseas may be affected by currency exchange rates. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results and targets are not guaranteed. All figures, unless otherwise indicated, are sourced from Hermes. For more information please read any relevant Offering Documents or contact Hermes.

Issued and approved by Hermes Investment Management Limited ("HIML") which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority ("FSA"). Registered address: Lloyd’s Chambers, 1 Portman Street, London W1B 5HL. This document is distributed in Australia by Hermes Fund Managers (Australia) Pty Ltd ("HFM") which is registered with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission ("ASIC") under financial services licence number 351784. HIML is a registered investment adviser with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). HIML is the investment manager and promoter of Hermes Alternative Investment Funds ("HAF"), an unrecognised collective investment scheme for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act of the United Kingdom. HAF - an open-ended investment company with variable capital and segregated liability between its sub-funds - is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland. Telephone calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes. Potential investors in the United Kingdom are advised that compensation will not be available under the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
Hermes Fund Managers

Hermes Fund Managers is a multi-boutique asset manager with a growing global presence. Our pursuit for excellence is defined by a commitment to deliver innovative investment solutions through a responsible asset management approach.

We offer investment solutions across alternatives, fixed income and speciality equity products, as well as being one of the leading asset managers in responsible investment advisory services.

Our specialist investment solutions include:

**Alternatives:** Commodities, Hedge Fund Solutions, Infrastructure, Private Equity and Real Estate.

**Equities:** Emerging Markets, Europe, Global, Japan and Small & Mid Cap.

**Fixed Income:** Global and UK Government Bonds, Global and UK Inflation-Linked Bonds, Investment Grade and High Yield Credit.

**Responsible Investment Advisory Services:** Corporate Engagement, Intelligent Voting, Public Policy Engagement and UNPRI compliance.

**Offices:**
London | Boston | New York | Singapore | Sydney

Inquiries:
marketing@hermesfundmanagers.com